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Statistics is largely concerned with methods for deriving inferential quantities (such as estimates of unknown parameters) from observed data. Maximum likelihood (ML) may be the most widely used class of such methods in the health sciences. While brief descriptions of ML principles appear in some epidemiology textbooks (see Modern Epidemiology (1), chapter 13) and there are detailed descriptions in statistics textbooks, it is our experience that many epidemiologists have only a vague understanding of ML and other likelihood-based methods and their limitations. Here, we describe ML in enough detail to work through a simple example and discuss some key limitations of classical ML. We also describe extensions that can be used to address these limitations, including profile and penalized ML, and explain how the latter connects ML and Bayesian methods.
MODELS AND ML
For outcomes such as prevalence and incidence, a probability model is a formula that yields the probability of each observed value as a function of parameter values and measured covariates. Ideally, one should use a model that can reasonably approximate reality. By "reality" we mean the data distribution that would be produced by the mechanisms that generated the observed data (where the mechanisms include all sources of bias and departures from protocols, as well as intended design features). In practice, however, most analyses use models that are software defaults, such as logistic regression for proportions (risk or prevalence) and log-linear regression for incidence rates.
In most ML-based software, logistic model-fitting assumes binomial variation of the case count, while Poisson modelfitting assumes Poisson variation for the case count, leaving only the covariates to include in the model (and their form) to the investigator. Reality tends to be much more complicated than the resulting models, which usually depend on a rather small number of parameters. For purposes of illustration, however, we will maintain the fiction that the probability model is an adequate representation of reality.
The method of ML finds values of the model parameters, called ML estimates, which make the observed data most probable under the chosen model. In frequentist likelihood theory, the parameters are fixed constants that govern the distribution of the observations, and probabilities are viewed as hypothetical long-run frequencies (hence the term "frequentist"). We emphasize, however, that the ML estimates are usually not the most probable values of the parameters, because parameter probabilities are not part of likelihood theory. In Bayesian theory, parameters as well as data are treated as random variables, and thus Bayesian methods may be used to derive parameter probabilities (2, 3); however, our focus here will be frequentist methods.
AN EXAMPLE OF ML ANALYSIS
Consider a cohort study of incident diarrhea during a 10-day follow-up period among 30 infants, all colonized with Vibrio cholerae (see Modern Epidemiology (1), chapter 14). Our scientific objective is to estimate the 10-day risk of diarrhea among infants with low levels of antibiotics in maternal breast milk (X = 1) relative to infants with high levels (X = 0), as shown in Table 1 . The cohorts are distinguished only by their values for X, and the data are the numbers falling ill, y x , out of the total n x , when X = x. Assuming that diarrhea occurs independently across cohort members and that the risk of diarrhea is p x when X = x, the probability of seeing y x cases in the cohort with X = x is given by the binomial formula
where n x y x is the number of ways y x cases can be chosen from n x infants without regard to order (e.g., 6 choose
Now consider the logistic regression model p x = expit(β 0 + β 1 x), where expit(u) = e u /(1 + e u ) is the logistic function. In this model, e β 0 ¼ p 0 =ð1 À p 0 Þ is the odds of being a diarrhea case in the unexposed group and e β 1 is p 1 /(1 − p 1 )/{p 0 /
(1 − p 0 )}, the odds ratio associated with a 1-unit increase in exposure x. The likelihood at β 0 , β 1 is defined as the probability that we would have seen the observed case numbers y 0 , y 1 if the parameter values were truly β 0 , β 1 : In finding β to maximize the likelihood, we can ignore factors like n x y x that do not depend on the unknown parameters. Additionally, the mathematics are easier if we instead work with the natural logarithm of the likelihood, which we will denote by g(β):
The ML estimate of β, denotedβ, contains the valuesβ 0 andβ 1 for β 0 and β 1 that maximize (make as large as possible) L(β; y), or equivalently that maximize g(β). One way to findβ is to differentiate g(β) with respect to β. The resulting derivative is called the score function and is denoted g′(β). The ML estimateβ ¼ ðβ 0 ;β 1 Þ is a solution to g′(β) = 0, which is called the score equation for β. Because the first derivative of a function is its slope, we are seeking a pointβ that makes the slope of g(β) zero in all directions. This point can occur at a minimum of the function or at a maximum, as well as at other points; nonetheless, in typical regression analyses using generalized linear models (including linear, log-linear, logistic, and proportional hazards models), there will be only 1 solution to the score equation,β (although some of the parameter estimates inβ may go to infinity), and the likelihood will be at a maximum at this solution. Sometimes an ML estimate is a simple function of the data, known as a "closed-form solution." In our example,β 0 is the sample log odds ln{y 0 /(n 0 − y 0 )} = ln(7/9) = −0.251 andβ 1 is the sample log odds ratio:
with standard error
(1, p. 249). Nonetheless, most ML estimates must be found by means of iterative procedures. An appealing feature of ML is that estimates are unaffected by the choice of parameterization (see Theory of Point Estimation (4), section 6.2), so that (for example) we would have obtained the same ML estimate for the log odds ratio had we taken the proportions exposed among cases and controls as our model parameters. An important fact originally established for ML logistic regression is that all types of case-control data can be analyzed as if they were cohort data, using "multiplicative intercept" models. If there is no selection bias, only the resulting intercept estimate is distorted by the case-control sampling. For further discussion and citations, see Modern Epidemiology (1, pp. 429-435).
GENERAL ML THEORY
We now expand from the example to the general case. Suppose we are interested in studying the relationship of an outcome Y to a list (vector) of J covariates X = (X 1 , . . . , X J ) and have n observations with identification numbers (indices) i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Let y i and x i be the value of Y and X for observation i. Parametric statistical modeling assumes that if observation i has covariate values x, then each y i represents a random draw from a probability model f (y|x; β), where β is a list of unknown parameters; usually, β represents regression coefficients (β 0 , β 1 , . . . , β J ), where β 0 is the intercept and β j is the coefficient of x j . The model f(y|x; β) is a known function of x and β that returns the probability that Y = y when X = x, given β.
ML focuses directly on the probability of our observations as a function of the unknown parameters β; that is, we study the properties of our model f(y|x; β) as a function of β rather than a function of Y, holding Y fixed at its observed (data) value. In other words, the value of the probability model for observation i, f(y i |x i ; β), is treated as a function of the parameters β rather than as a function of the outcome Y or covariates X, and thus is written as L(β; y i , x i ). This notation shift reminds us that we are looking at how f(y|x; β) varies with β, instead of how it varies with Y. Below, we simplify L(β; y i , x i ) to L(β; y i ) and thus leave the covariates implicit. L(β; y i ) is called the likelihood contribution from observation i.
When the individual outcomes y i are independent of (not associated with) one another given the covariates (as is typically assumed for noncontagious diseases in unrelated individuals), the likelihood function is the product of the individual contributions:
where the boldface y represents all of the observed outcomes (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ). We label L(β; y) a "likelihood function" rather than a probability model because it is not giving us probabilities for β. Confusingly, the value of L(β; y) at a particular value β is sometimes called "the likelihood of β given the data," even though it is not a probability for β.
If the model is correct and some technical conditions are satisfied (see Appendix 1), then the ML estimators are asymptotically unbiased and jointly normal, meaning that as the sample size n increases the distribution ofβ can be approximated by a multivariate normal distribution with mean equal to the true value of β. Epidemiologists may be more familiar with exact unbiasedness. The expected value (mean) of an exactly unbiased estimator equals the true parameter value regardless of n, but ML estimators of ratios of outcomes (such as the risk ratio and odds ratio) are only asymptotically unbiased.
Recall that 2-sided Wald confidence limits for a coefficient β j are obtained by subtracting and adding a multiple (1.96 for 95% confidence) of its standard errorŝ j . The ML estimator is as precise as any other asymptotically unbiased estimator that can be both constructed from the likelihood alone and used to center approximately valid Wald confidence intervals. Appendix 1 describes how standard errors for ML estimates can be derived by taking the second derivatives of the likelihood function to obtain what is known as the "information" matrix.
For those more familiar with least-squares regression, ML may seem very different. Nonetheless, in the case of normal linear regression, the least-squares estimate is identical to the ML estimate. In generalized linear modeling, ML regression can be viewed as an iterative refinement of weighted least squares in which the inverse-variance weights are updated and the model is refitted at each iteration using the parameter estimates from the previous iteration (5) . These facts show that ML attempts to find the parameter values that bring the fitted model closest to the data points, in the same sense as does least squares (6).
PROFILE LIKELIHOOD
One useful approach to maximization is to set β 1 to a given value and then find the value of β 0 that maximizes the loglikelihood g(β) given that value of β 1 . We can repeat this computation across a range for β 1 , ðβ min 1 ; β max 1 Þ, broad enough to include the maximum and in sufficiently small steps to have the desired resolution for β 1 . For each value of β 1 in that grid, we obtain the maximum of g(β) when β 1 is set to that step value. The resulting function g(β 1 ) shows the maximum possible log-likelihood for each β 1 and is called a profile log-likelihood function for β 1 ; its antilog is the profile likelihood for β 1 and has its maximum at the ML estimateβ 1 .
Profile likelihood is often used when accurate interval estimates are difficult to obtain using standard methods-for example, when the log-likelihood function is highly nonnormal in shape or when there is a large number of nuisance parameters (7) . Usually there will be 2 values for β 1 are then approximate 95% confidence limits for β 1 and are called profile likelihood or likelihood ratio (LR) limits. When fitting a simple model to a large data set, Wald limits and LR limits will typically be similar. In more complex settings or with small sample sizes, LR can provide more accurate coverage because it does not depend on normality of the ML estimateβ 1 (8, p. 9) . LR limits tend to be asymmetric in such settings. LR limits can be obtained through the SAS procedure GENMOD (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina) by using the "LRCI" option in the model statement and in Stata using the "pllf" command (StataCorp LP, College Station, Texas) (9). Appendix 2 gives a method for plotting profile log-likelihoods.
Fitting the logistic model by ML to Table 1 , we get β 1 ¼ 2:043 andŝ ¼ 0:915, which yields an odds ratio of 7.71. The Wald 95% confidence interval for the odds ratio is exp(2.043 ± 1.96 × 0.915) = (1.28, 46.3). The 95% LR confidence interval is 1.47, 61.1, as can be read off the profile log-likelihood plot in Figure 1 (or found numerically with the data used to generate the plot). The lower horizontal reference line is drawn at 3.84/2 = 1.92 units below the maximum loglikelihood. The ratio of upper to lower limits is 61.1/1.47 = 41.6 for the LR limits, 15% larger than the ratio 46.3/1.28 = 36.2 for the Wald limits, although in other examples the LR limits can be narrower.
Although the LR method is preferable to the Wald method, there is a third method for computing confidence limits and P values from the likelihood function, based on the score function g′(β) and the expected information (defined in Appendix 1). This score method often has better small-sample properties than the Wald or LR method (10-12) and is described in Appendix 3, along with general LR methods.
PENALIZED LIKELIHOOD
Penalization is a method for circumventing problems in the stability of parameter estimates that arise when the likelihood is relatively flat, making determination of the ML estimate difficult by means of standard or profile approaches. Penalization is also known as shrinkage, semi-Bayes, or partial-Bayes estimation, although it does not require a Bayesian justification; instead, it can be viewed as a method for introducing some tolerable degree of bias in exchange for reduction in the variability of parameter estimates (13) (see Modern Epidemiology
(1), chapter 21). Penalization can be applied to any estimation method, although here we focus on penalized likelihood and its extensions.
A penalized log-likelihood is just the log-likelihood with a penalty subtracted from it that will pull or shrink the final estimates away from the ML estimates, toward values m = (m 1 , . . . , m J ) that have some grounding in information outside of the likelihood as good guesses for the β j in β. The most common penalty is the sum of squared differences between the individual components of β and the individual components of m, P J j¼1 ðβ j À m j Þ 2 , known as a quadratic penalty and denoted here by (β − m)
2
. The penalized log-likelihood is then ln{L(β; y)} − r(β − m) 2 /2, where r/2 is the weight attached to the penalty relative to the original log-likelihood. We maximize this penalized log-likelihood to obtain the penalized ML estimate. From this formulation we can see that the penalty gets bigger rapidly as β gets further away from m, and that the effect of the penalty on the final estimate (i.e., the difference between the ordinary ML estimate and the penalized ML estimate) is directly proportional to r (14) .
In frequentist theory, a penalty function is a stabilization (smoothing) device to improve the repeated-sampling (frequency) performance of an estimator (14) . The choice of penalty may be guided by background information-for example, that large values for the parameter are implausible. To understand the relationship of penalized likelihood to Bayesian theory, recall that a prior distribution for a given parameter is a probability distribution that describes our information about the parameter, outside of any information conveyed by the data under analysis (15); the term "prior" refers to this distribution or its density function. Priors with large variances represent limited or weak background information, while priors with small variances represent extensive background information. If we want our penalized estimates to accurately incorporate the background information in our prior, we take −2 times the log of the prior density as the penalty function. This practice is the source of the divisor of 2 in the above penalized-likelihood formula, and it makes r a measure of the prior information. Specifically, r is the precision (the inverse of the variance) of the parameters in β in the original prior distribution for those parameters. This interpretation assumes that the parameters in β have independent prior information with the same precision; this assumption can be relaxed using more general formulations as given below.
That both frequency and Bayesian theories can make use of priors shows that they can be viewed as complementary, not conflicting (13, 16) . From a Bayesian perspective, quadratic log-likelihood penalization corresponds to having independent normal priors on the coefficients with prior means m j and prior variance 1/r; thus, cautious priors have small precision (large variance). From the frequentist perspective, if the m j are well chosen, the same quadratic penalization is a method for reducing mean squared error (MSE), which is the average squared distance between the estimate and the correct value of β, or MSE = bias 2 + s 2 , where s is the standard deviation of the estimate.
Penalization will reduce MSE whenever it reduces s more than it increases bias. In addition, penalization will reduce MSE whenever it reduces bias. In particular, penalization can reduce bias when the ML estimator is only asymptotically unbiased (as in logistic regression) and therefore subject to finite-sample bias (defined in the next section) (17, 18) . The best value of r for penalization is unknown because it depends on how far the chosen value m is from the unknown correct value of β. However, it will be between the extremes of usingβ as our estimate (corresponding to r = 0 and thus ignoring the penalty function) and using m as our estimate (corresponding to an r value so large that the likelihood function and data are essentially ignored); hence, r is often called the "tuning" parameter, reflecting that the lowest MSE will ensue when r is carefully tuned between 0 and ∞. If there are many parameters and the data set is very large relative to the number of parameters, the best value of r or the variance 1/r can be estimated using cross-validation or empirical Bayes methods (14, 19) ; otherwise, as in our example, one may do better by examining results for values consonant with background information (20) .
Suppose we think that β = (β 0 , β 1 ) is not far from m = (logit (0.1), ln (2)), where logit( p) = ln{p/(1 − p)}. This information may come from the existing literature or consensus of colleagues. In our example, this penalty implies that we expect 10% of the infants with high levels of antibiotics to incur diarrhea and that having low levels of antibiotics doubles the odds of diarrhea. We must specify how much weight r to place on the penalty relative to the likelihood. Penalization will reduce the standard errors but will also add bias to the extent that m is incorrect, in proportion to r. If the penalty weight is large relative to the log-likelihood weight (r much larger than 1), we may incur unacceptable bias. Nonetheless, if we are cautious in our choice of prior location m and precision r, we expect penalization to reduce MSE.
There are many variations possible for penalty functions, including using a separate weight r = r j for each coefficient β = β j , which amounts to specifying a separate prior variance 1/r j for each β j (21). More generally, r can be replaced by a weight matrix R, which can be interpreted as a prior information matrix (inverse covariance) for β and which allows prior correlations among the β j 's (22); the penalized log-likelihood is then ln{L(β; y)} − (β − m)′ R(β − m)/2. Table 2 provides results from penalized estimation of the log odds ratio β 1 for Table 1 , using m 1 = 0 and r 1 ¼ ð0; and gives the 95% prior intervals corresponding to each r 1 . The 95% prior interval is an interval in which 95% of the prior probability distribution resides; in the present setting, this prior distribution is normal and centered at m 1 . We place no penalty on the intercept (r 0 = 0), although one could easily do so. The resulting estimates of β 1 can be viewed as the result of shrinking the ML estimateβ 1 toward the prior mean log odds ratio m 1 , or information-weighted averaging of β 1 and m 1 .
We used rescaled data augmentation (for details, see Greenland (2, 3) and Sullivan and Greenland (21)) as well as the SAS procedure NLMIXED (see Appendix 4) to obtain penalized estimates; as expected, these estimates were very close numerically. Various Bayesian and mixed-modeling software packages can be used instead, including the SAS procedure GLIMMIX (23) . One may also use a profile penalized likelihood approach to obtain confidence intervals that have coverage closer to their stated 95% probability than the Wald intervals (21, 22) .
Another popular penalty is the sum of absolute deviations P J j¼1 jβ j À m j j ¼ jβ À mj, which corresponds to using doubleexponential prior distributions (which, unlike the normal distribution, has heavy tails spread around a sharp peak at m) and leads to least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regression based on the penalized log-likelihood ln{L(β; y)} − r|β − m| (14) . Unlike quadratic penalties, LASSO can shrink the β j estimate all the way to m j , thus deleting β j from the model if m j = 0 (this can happen because, unlike a quadratic penalty, the LASSO penalty can overwhelm the likelihood for ML estimates near m j ). Such methods have proven superior to ordinary ML logistic regression for association screening and data mining (14) , for clinical prediction (24) , and for fitting models with inverse-probability weights, especially when there are many covariates (25) (26) (27) (28) .
SPARSE-DATA BIAS, THE CURSE OF DIMENSIONALITY, AND SEMIPARAMETRIC MODELS
When the sample size is small or the data are sparse, ML may produce estimates that are skewed away from the true parameter values even if no other bias is present (29) . This problem is called small-(or finite-) sample bias or sparsedata bias, depending on the situation, and there are real examples in which it is severe (30) . Epidemiologists are aware of problems due to sparse-data bias in very small studies, but sparse-data bias appears to be less widely recognized when it occurs in larger studies. A common misconception is that this bias is addressed by matching and conditional logistic regression, but sparse-data bias can be severe with those methods even when there is a large number of matched sets with few model covariates (29) .
The problems of correct model specification and sparsedata bias are intertwined. As we attempt to fit a more flexible and elaborate model to better adjust for large-sample biases (e.g., confounding), we invariably add more parameters and thus make the data sparse relative to the model. For example, large samples can become sparse if one uses ordinary ML to simultaneously adjust (or stratify) for many variables in an attempt to control confounding. As another example, large samples quickly become sparse in genome-wide association studies with hundreds of thousands of exposure variables (i.e., single-nucleotide polymorphisms). This problem, in which the number of model parameters grows too fast relative to the sample size, has been labeled the "curse of dimensionality" (31) . Methods such as ordinary ML are ill-suited for high-dimensional problems because, to achieve approximate normality, they require large numbers at all exposure-outcome combinations relative to the number of model parameters.
If the number of model parameters is smaller than the sample size, there are various fixes for sparse-data bias, including Firth's correction (17) , which is available in the SAS procedure LOGISTIC, as well as penalties based on the number of parameters (32, 33) and Bayesian methods using weak priors (18, 21, 29, 30) . Another approach is to reduce the number of estimated parameters by using semiparametric models. These models are typically fitted through generalizations of ML. Best known is partial likelihood (34), which we now briefly introduce. Partial likelihood applies when the full likelihood depends on 2 distinct parameter vectors β and λ and only β is of interest; λ is then called the nuisance parameter. If the full likelihood can be expressed as a product of 2 functions, the first involving only β, and this function satisfies standard technical conditions, then statistical inferences about β can be obtained by treating the first function alone as if it were a full likelihood. Partial likelihood is called semiparametric rather than fully parametric because λ is not estimated and indeed may be arbitrarily complex, even infinite-dimensional. Estimators obtained by maximizing the partial likelihood retain the desirable asymptotic properties of ML estimators from the full likelihood, except possibly efficiency (34) .
The classic example of partial likelihood arises in Cox proportional hazards modeling (35) , where λ is an infinitedimensional parameter representing the baseline hazard function. The advantages of focusing on β alone include not only dimension reduction but also potential computational ease; the disadvantage is that if β also appears in the second function along with λ, information on β in that function is not used and the resulting inferences will not be fully efficient.
Estimating-equation methods (36) (which include ML as a special case, as well as least-squares, quasi-likelihood (5, 37), M-estimation (38) , inverse-probability-weighted estimators (39) , and targeted ML (40)) offer even more general approaches to semiparametric model-fitting. Such methods do not require specifying the entire probability distribution for the data, and they are overtaking ML as the standard fitting method in some settings. In particular, modern methods for fitting longitudinal treatment-effect models such as g-estimation and inverse-probability-of-treatment weighting (41) are based on estimating-equation theory.
Semiparametric estimates may still suffer from sparse-data bias or excessive variance (inefficiency) wherever they depend on normal approximations similar to those used for ML; in addition, they discard potentially relevant information that might be captured by using flexible parametric models (29, 42) . To handle these difficulties, extensions of profile, score, and penalized methods to semiparametric modeling are available; for example, penalization may be used for the weight-estimation process in marginal structural modeling (25) (26) (27) (28) .
DISCUSSION
Perhaps the foremost reason ML is widely used in epidemiology is that it is the default method in commercial software for logistic, log-linear, and survival regression models. This software ubiquity may in turn be traced to the desirable computational and statistical properties of ML under the models ordinarily used in epidemiology. These properties include statistical consistency, asymptotic unbiasedness, asymptotic normality, and minimum variance among estimators with these large-sample properties. We note that even when the model is incorrect, a model parameter is still often interpretable as an approximate summary population parameter such as the logarithm of a population-averaged (marginal) or totalpopulation standardized rate ratio (2-4).
If we let go of asymptotic unbiasedness, there are many estimation methods that are more accurate than ML, in the sense of retaining statistical consistency while having smaller MSE. This happens because the bias of competing estimators diminishes with sample size and is outweighed by reduction in standard error. In frequentist statistics, the bias introduced by penalization can be viewed as an adjustment for anticipated random error in the estimate; in multiparameter settings, the resulting accuracy improvement is called "Stein's paradox" (the paradox being that introducing bias improves accuracy) or the shrinkage effect (43) .
The theoretical properties of any method do not ensure that the method performs well in analysis of epidemiologic studies. First, derivations of those properties assume that all or most aspects of the probability model are correct, yet such perfect specification is essentially impossible when addressing real epidemiologic problems. A common response is that when a model is flexible enough to faithfully approximate the process under investigation and the sample size (given measured covariates) is adequate, the above properties should hold approximately. Nonetheless, in realistic-sized epidemiologic studies, being "flexible enough" can lead to sparse-data problems, which will call for penalization, semiparametric modeling, or some combination of methods beyond ML. Further flexibility to allow for uncontrolled bias can lead to an inability to estimate target parameters, which will necessitate the use of penalization or analogous Bayesian methods to obtain reasonable estimates (44) .
For Wald intervals to be valid, the point estimator should be locally uniformly asymptotically unbiased normal, meaning that as the sample size grows, its distribution converges to a normal distribution with mean equal to the true value, with a discrepancy from normality that is proportional to n −1/2 (where n is the sample size) and bounded within a neighborhood of the true value. Generally, a maximum likelihood estimator will satisfy this condition if the model f(y i |x i ; β) satisfies certain technical or "regularity" conditions, which among other things ensure that (in probability) the likelihood, score, and information functions are finite smooth functions of the parameters and are not dominated by any single observation as the sample size grows (45, p. 516).
We also need variance estimates to obtain standard errors for interval estimation. The variances in the approximate sampling distribution forβ are inversely proportional to the sample size, which together with asymptotic unbiasedness implies that maximum likelihood estimators are also statistically consistent if the model is correct, meaning that the probability ofβ falling within any given distance of the true value increases as n increases (called convergence in probability to the true value). The negative of the matrix of second derivatives of the log-likelihood g(β), which is denoted −g″(β) or I(β), is called the observed information at β. If the model is correct, the inverse of the observed information atβ, IðβÞ À1 , is an estimate of the covariance matrix of the approximate sampling distribution forβ. The estimated standard error s j for a coefficient β j inβ is the square root of the corresponding diagonal of this estimated covariance matrix.
The expected information E{I(β)} is often called the Fisher information at β; its inverse evaluated atβ, EfIðβÞg À1 , is also a covariance-matrix estimate forβ and is used in some generalized linear model software. In normal linear models, binomial logistic models, and Poisson loglinear models, the observed information and expected information are equal. Nonetheless, IðβÞ À1 may provide better approximate standard errors (46, 47) and a more intuitive derivation. From calculus, recall that the second derivative g 00 ðβÞ ¼ ÀIðβÞ measures the curvature of the likelihood function atβ, with negative diagonal values representing downward curvature (indicating thatβ is a maximum). A more curved log-likelihood function will be less spread out and thus will contain more information about the parameters. Note that changing the sign of g 00 ðβÞ to obtain our information measure IðβÞ makes larger diagonal values in IðβÞ represent more curvature (a sharper likelihood peak), which in turn represents more information in the likelihood function and smaller variance estimates forβ.
APPENDIX 2 Plotting Profile Likelihoods
One can find likelihood ratio limits by constructing multiple copies of the data set in which β 1 is set to different values between β min 1 and β max 1 . For each data set, define the variable β 1 x and declare this variable an offset (a variable in the model whose coefficient will not be estimated but instead will be set to 1); then run the regression analysis on this data set (but not otherwise including the exposure x). Next, plot the resulting profile log-likelihoods from each data set as a function of β 1 , as shown in Figure 1 for our example. A SAS program to do this is as follows.
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